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complexity of models remain, particularly for applying MoPeD to a large-scaled study area or to a large number of
scenarios.

Figure 1 Comparison of two zonal structures—PAZs and TAZs—in part of the Portland, Oregon, region

It might be impossible to define an optimal spatial resolution. Although a finer spatial resolution is beneficial for
model accuracy and sensitivity, there may not be a singular solution that fits various types of policy studies. As a
result, the appropriate spatial resolution highly depends on the research questions that the model aims to address, the
run times that the model shall not exceed, and the availability of spatial data needed to implement. Therefore, the aim
of this paper is to try to balance these considerations and understand the various tradeoffs involved by testing various
spatial scales for MoPeD for the Portland region.
2. Methodological approach
MoPeD employs the modeling framework shown in Figure 2. Trip generation and walk mode split use a zonal
structure defined by a PAZ. The destination choice step utilizes a spatial scale that is an aggregation of PAZs into
larger geographic zones called superPAZs (grids of 5×5 PAZs). Firstly, it estimates the trip destination at the
superPAZ level, then it allocates the trips of each superPAZ to PAZs. This paper will retain the MoPeD modelling
framework but vary the scale of the PAZ and the superPAZ and analyze the results spatially against the following set
of performance criteria:
1) Run times in minutes
2) Number of intrazonal trips
3) Walk mode share (or number of walk trips) after calibration with observed data
4) Trip length distribution after calibration with observed data
The approach is composed of four main parts:
1) identify a set of test PAZs
2) prepare input data in correlation with the test scales
3) implement the test scales in MoPeD
4) evaluate these scales according to the indicators listed above.
Five different resolutions will be examined (Figure 3). The current size of PAZ (80m×80m) is considered as the
reference scale and is the minimum grid cell size. The coarsest scale considered is 400m×400m. The superPAZ will
be changed based on the size of PAZ proportionally. The varying test scales will decrease the number of grid cells
from about 1.5 million (reference PAZ) to 60,000 superPAZs, which covers the four counties in the Portland region.
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with implications for the spatial resolution. For example, regional land use scenarios may require a scale that can
detect modal responses to the changes in local and regional accessibility. Safety studies may necessitate finer-grained
scales that can provide pedestrian demand at specific intersections or corridors to better identify risk exposure. There
is increasing interest in conducting health impact assessments for planned transportation investments with an emphasis
on safety, air quality exposure and physical activity. The latter requires some estimation of total minutes spent in
physical activity from active transport modes, which could be approximated from the trip distance. The error
introduced by increasing the spatial resolution of the model could have an impact in its ability to inform these various
studies.
3. Conclusions
Archived spatial information on travel behaviors and built environment conditions are becoming available at very
fine scales and computing power is ever increasing. Yet, these are still constraints to model development and
implementation in locations around the world, as some places have more limited resources devoted to such efforts.
Understanding the compromises made with the choice of particular resolution remains an important consideration in
pedestrian model development. Although there have been some studies examining the pedestrian behavioral response
to built environment measures taken at various scales (e.g. Gehrke and Clifton, 2014), these studies operate a much
courser resolution (400m buffers and larger). To date, there has been no exploration of the responsiveness and
efficiency of a pedestrian demand model to finer scales (<400m×400m). This paper fills this gap and provide
recommendations for the appropriate resolution, which is ever more important as the development in pedestrian
models is on the rise (Singleton et al. forthcoming).
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